


P PAA T8 OC8

WP12(WP1200)

WP12C(WP1200)

Tube Size (ID) Color Option

T8

AA/BA
24/12VDC Brush motor

P
PHARMED BPT

N

TYGON A-60-G
(Norprene A-60-G)

NF

TYGON A-60-F
(Norprene A-60-F)

A specification of WELCO Peristaltic pumps can be 
determined by many combination of parts.

Please select each parts according to your requirement.

Pump tube typeSeries name Geared motor type

Geared Motor

Base

Tube fitting type

WP12Example

Cassette

Rotor Assembly

Pump tube

For NF tube(T8F)







Tube fitting type: Descriptions & Sizes❺

❻

❼

● Connectable hose sizes (ID)

● Available pump tube sizes (ID)

Barbed type. Inserted directly into hose and used.

7.9mm or 8mm

*Clamp band is not included in accessories.
*Please use sort of clamp band in order to avoid the hose slipping out.

Color variation
A 5-color lineup that can be classified for use according to the type of liquids used

B: Blue G: GreenC: Clear R: RedY: Yellow
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Using an optional panel

Option bracket dimensions (unit: mm)
N or Blank: without bracket
P: with bracket

Thickness: 1.2mm
Material properties: SUS304

P AA T88WP12 O

P AA T88WP12 OC

P AA T88WP12 OC P

For NF tube(T8F)

T8

8.0mm (Nylon or Polyethylene)



221021

General specifications
Recommended installation height

Liquid temperature range
Environment temperature range

Ambient humidity range

1.5 meter (4.9 ft.) max (Water suction)
5-50°C (41 to 122°F)

0-50°C (32 to 122°F) (Note: Freezing must be prevented.)
20-80% RH (Note: Condensation must be prevented.)

Precautions
1. When selecting a tube, the customer should perform a verification test to verify the chemical suitability according to the usage environment and 
   the intended application.
2. Regardless of the pump tube type, the phenomenon of peeling from inside of the tube starts with small amounts.
3. This product was not designed for medical use. Do not use for medical applications.
4. This product is not waterproof. If using in water-filled environments, design to protect against water.
5. Numerical data listed in this catalog reflect conditions measured over short periods of time. Their accuracy for long-term use is not assured.
6. There is a tendency for the flow rate to increase until the tube becomes acclimated, and even among the same model, 
   different lots may have different flow rates within the specified tolerances. Also, the rotating speed of the DC motor may fluctuate 
   depending on the load conditions and changes in the motor temperature. During the design stage, be sure to select a motor with ample capacity.
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